
How to Make a Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwich 

1. Gather the materials needed for this sandwich: peanut butter, jelly, butter knife, two slices of 

bread, and spoon. 

2. Lay out two slices of bread. 

3. Using a twisting motion (counter-clockwise) open the jar lid of the peanut butter. 

4. Stick the butter knife into the peanut butter and with your knife scoop out a good-sized lump of 

peanut butter (about a tablespoon). 

5. Spread the peanut butter onto one of the slices of bread. To spread it, take your knife and lay it 

peanut butter side down on top of the bread and use a downward pulling motion to spread it 

evenly on the slice. 

6. Open the jar of jelly the same way you opened the peanut butter. 

7. Take your spoon and stick it in the jelly. 

8. Scoop some jelly out of the jar and spread it evenly on the other slice of bread. 

9. Pick up the bread with the peanut butter on it and smush it down onto the one with the jelly. 

10. Close the jars and put everything away. 

11. Eat the sandwich and enjoy. 

 

Paragraph Version 

Making a peanut butter sandwich is very simple and easy. First, gather the materials needed for 

this sandwich: peanut butter, jelly, butter knife, two slices of bread, and spoon. Secondly, lay out 

two slices of bread. Then, using a twisting motion (counter-clockwise), open the jar lid of the 

peanut butter. Next, stick the butter knife into the peanut butter and with your knife scoop out a 

good-sized lump of peanut butter (about a tablespoon). Afterwards, spread the peanut butter onto 

one of the slices of bread. To spread it, take your knife and lay it peanut butter side down on top of 

the bread and use a downward pulling motion to spread it evenly on the slice. Next, open the jar of 

jelly the same way you opened the peanut butter. Take your spoon and stick it in the jelly. Scoop 

some jelly out of the jar and spread it evenly on the other slice of bread. Pick up the bread with the 

peanut butter on it and smush it down onto the one with the jelly. Close the jars and put everything 

away. Finally, eat the sandwich and enjoy. 

 

Your Assignment: 

Write a “How To” article using the explanatory paragraph format. You must assume 

that your audience/reader is not familiar with anything you say. Therefore, you need 

to be very explicit and detailed. Write a clear topic sentence, and include at least 10 

detailed steps in your explanation. Use transitions words and phrases. Finally, find 

or illustrate a picture to accompany and enhance your explanation.  


